
AS off Jan 2020
Policy Status Codes 

NBS New Broker of Service
Gain Account via Broker of Record & we will not get commission, until renewal. At 
renewal it becomes NEW business 

NBR New Broker of Record
Gain Account via Broker of Record & we will get commission. At renewal becomes 
REN

NEW New Business New Written Policy

NRL New/Renewal

BENEFITS ONLY: New business to us but the policy term comes up before we have 
had it on the books a full year. Used when renewal date comes before the year 
mark. Becomes REN @ 2nd Renewal. Needed for commission tracking

REN Renewal Policy
Renewal of Previous Policy  that is not moved to another carrier.( If policy Number 
changes or if moves from EPAY to Direct keep as REN. If previous year was NBS do 
not Change to REN)

REW Rewrite
When coverage has been moved from one carrier to another. The New carrier policy 
status is set up as REW

CAN Canceled

Account Canceled mid term for a reason - On the Summery Service Row use the 
correct descriptions( listed below). If you use the correct Naming Convention we can 
pull this into a report. ** When available inculde additional information such as 
payroll company or carrier we lost account too. We use information for Retention.

use all CAPS for the beginning code - CAU - No Employees
What the Codes Mean: CAU - Business Sold
CAU = Cancel Uncontrollable CAU - Out of Business
CBR = Cancel Broker of Record CBR - Lost Payroll - moved to ADP
CIR = Cancel Insd Request CBR - No Info Available
CNP = Cancel Non Payment CIR -Coverage Replaced - XYZ Carrier 
CCR = Cancel Carrier Rewrite :Staying with the 
same carrier but carrier does a cancel rewrite 
due to new policy # CNP - Non-Payment / Non-Reporting

CNP - Non Payment of Audit
CCR - Moved to Direct
CCR -  Platform Change

CRW Cancel Rewrite

When coverage is moved from one carrier to another but the renewal with the 
original carrier has been issued. We need to send the cancel to the carrier as it was 
not taken. Service Summary row description . should say who coverage was moved 
to. For Example : Moved coverage to Hartford.

NON Non Renewal Carrier is not or did not renew policy

NIS Not Issued
If policy was set up but it did not go into force  -  Follow normal Cancel process but 
status is NIS and Service Summary is CAU - Not Issued
 Used to fix errors  - if policy  was entered/downloaded wrong re-set up policy and 
cannot delete wrong line. Put 5 XXXXX's in front of policy number so visual reference 
not to use and download does not match to it. XXXXX57W2597. We want to keep 
the policy number in so that we know what the error was associated to.

MKT Marketed
Used by producers when they are quoting and have not set up the marketing 
Module

REI Reinstatement Downlaoded Policy only - in conjunction with Downaloaded Cancels


